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Abstract

Existing radiometric compensation methods for

projector-camera systems have been shown to produce

compensated colours which are inconsistent to a human

viewer. In this paper, a novel radiometric compensation

method for projector-camera systems and textured surfaces

is introduced based on the human visual system (HVS)

colour response. The proposed method can extend estab-

lished compensation methods to produce colours which are

human-perceived to be correct (egocentric modelling). As

a result, this method performs radiometric compensation

which is not only consistent and precise, but also produces

images which are visually accurate to an external colour

reference. This method is shown to produce generally the

lowest average radiometric compensation error when com-

pared to compensation performed using only the response

of a camera, demonstrated through quantitative analysis of

compensated colours, and supported by qualitative results.

1. Introduction

The industry of projector displays extensively utilizes

light projection on a wide variety of surfaces to paint a vir-

tual canvas [1–4]. Projector displays have a wide range of

applications including cinema displays, amusement rides,

or to project video content onto arbitrary surfaces that can

range from the flat sides of buildings, to cars, museum in-

teriors, sports arenas, and abstract sculptures. When these

surfaces have colourations or textures, the effect of image

projection onto these surfaces is clearly influenced by the

background texture [5]. Projector-camera systems [5, 6] are

used to provide feedback to compensate and adjust the pro-

jected image to reduce or, ideally, eliminate the effects of

the background.

Conventional projector radiometric compensation

schemes [6–8] are limited by the colour sensitivity of the

calibration camera, since the subjective balance of the cam-

era colour components determines the actual colours which

are produced on-screen, resulting in compensation which

appears incorrect to a human viewer. Thus, the addition

of a mapping from camera tristimulus colour to human

tristimulus colour will allow radiometric compensation to

be performed with respect to the colour sensitivity of a

human viewer rather than that of a camera. To the best of

our knowledge, no method for radiometric compensation

has been presented which can calibrate projector colours

for a human viewer rather than that of a camera.

In this paper, a novel projector radiometric compensa-

tion method is proposed that utilizes a mapping between

the spectral sensitivities of a camera and a human viewer.

This method introduces the mapping of a camera colour re-

sponse to human colour response using a projector stimulus

for the first time. This radiometric compensation method is

developed for linear systems and subsequently extended to

nonlinear ones.

2. Related Work

The purpose of performing radiometric compensation

with a projector-camera system is to provide perceived uni-

formity in images seen on the projection surface. This can

be done either to compensate for non-uniformity of the pro-

jection surface [9] or of the light source itself [6]. This com-

pensation is generally accomplished by using the camera

in the system to determine the relationships between com-

manded projector intensities and colours observed on the

surface.

Early methods for radiometric compensation were pro-

posed using per-pixel linear solutions of increasing com-

plexity [5, 7–9]. For instance, in [9] a method for compen-

sating single-channel systems is introduced, which solves

for a single gain value to be applied per-pixel in each tar-

get image, thereby compensating for the luminance but

not compensating multiple colour channels simultaneously.

Others proposed three-channel colour compensation [5, 7]

by including colour mixing between projector and camera.

These methods aim to produce colours to appear correct to a



camera by modeling the light contributions from each pro-

jector channel to each camera channel by use of a 3 × 3
matrix solution per pixel. Ambient light was incorporated

into radiometric compensation methods through the intro-

duction of an additional column to the compensation matri-

ces [7]. Recently, several methods have been proposed for

radiometric compensation of nonlinear systems [3, 6, 10].

For example, a method for making the solution for per-

pixel nonlinear systems feasible has been introduced in [6],

where a lookup table is used to provide the compensation

for each pixel. Later in [10], a method was proposed for

separating the nonlinearity of the system from the pixel-

wise colour response to greatly reduce both the memory

and computational requirements imposed by the nonlinear

solution in [6]. These methods [6, 10] linearize a projector-

camera system with a nonlinear response, but do not con-

sider this for the nonlinearity or colour response of the hu-

man visual system.

Recent compensation methods [9, 11] have attempted to

provide better compensation for viewers by modelling the

human visual system. These methods improve visual qual-

ity of a scene by reducing edge artifacts from backgrounds

in images, placing focus on contrast and edge sensitivity,

but do not model human colour perception. For instance,

the method outlined in [9] reduces edge artifacts due to

background by dynamically scaling the intensity of a tar-

get image until the perceived edges are reduced in strength

to below the threshold of human perception. However, this

method does not perform radiometric correction to preset

target colours, and instead aims to make the camera colour

response equal to the colour of the target image while reduc-

ing luminance and contrast to reduce edge artifacts from the

background. The effects of perception to colour were out-

lined in [12], where compensation of content is performed

in a perceptually uniform space. This method does provide

a means of adapting the compensation based on the content

of the image, but does not account for the human perception

of the projector colours.

The problem of luminance and colour non-uniformity

was explored in [13], but the proposed solution did not

maintain appropriate white balance in compensated images

when the projector colour channels were solved indepen-

dently and instead perform single-channel luminance bal-

ancing. Most of the existing radiometric compensation and

screen colour correction techniques [4, 6, 14, 15] have opti-

mized the compensated projector outputs to appear accurate

to a white point of a camera, or used a previously colour-

calibrated projector. All of the methods mentioned above

have not yet been extended to include the human visual

colour response, and thus can be improved by better model-

ing of the human visual system.
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed radiometric com-

pensation scheme: Although a camera is used as feedback,

the compensation scheme explicitly targets the human vi-

sual space, and not the camera space.

3. Proposed Method

Modelling the colour response of the human visual sys-

tem provides an alternative to a camera as a sensing method

for performing radiometric compensation. Figure 1 shows

an overview of the proposed scheme, consisting of a pro-

jector, camera, human viewer, computer and a surface to

be compensated. In the proposed method, the colour re-

sponse of a camera is corrected to accurately represent the

colours as seen by the human viewer. The human colour

response is subsequently mapped to the colourspace of the

desired projector content, allowing the radiometric compen-

sation for a given background and projector to be performed

with respect to the human eye, and not just to a camera. The

proposed radiometric compensation scheme will be devel-

oped to determine an independent solution for each individ-

ual pixel on a given projection surface.

3.1. Representation of Spectral Responses

In this section, the relationships that govern the spectral

responses for the human eye and a camera with respect to

a projector stimulus are presented. The human colour re-

sponse to light stimuli can be represented as a tristimulus

model [16] consisting of three gain functions as seen in Fig-

ure 2.

Let the spectral output of a projector ej(λ) be defined as

ej(λ) = Pjwj(λ), (1)

where wj(λ) is the light intensity output of the jth stimulus

(such as a projector colour channel) as a function of wave-

length λ, and Pj is the proportional gain corresponding to
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Figure 2: An illustration of example spectral responses for human tristimulus curves (a), camera tristimulus curves (b), and

the spectral output of a Christie Matrix StIM LED projector (c). Further, (d) shows the projector primaries in xy colourspace

obtained for (c) as seen by (a).

this jth stimulus. Next, let qi(λ) denote the response of the

ith sensor (such as a camera colour channel or human reti-

nal cell type) as a function of wavelength λ. It has been

shown [5] that the resultant response, ri, of the ith sensor to

the combined reflected stimuli can be expressed as

ri =
∑

j

vi,jPj (2)

where

vi,j =

∫ λmax

λmin

qi(λ)wj(λ)s(λ) dλ. (3)

Here s(λ) is the surface reflectance for a given light wave-

length, and λmin and λmax are the bounds of the sensor wave-

length sensitivity. Examples of the response curves qi(λ)
and projector stimuli ej(λ) can be seen in Figure 2 (a-c). It

must be pointed out that both the camera response (quantum

efficiency) and projector stimuli (spectral output) are highly

dependent on the characteristics of the respective devices.

As derived in (3) the sensor tristimulus colour response,

vi,j , is represented by the inner product of three colour sen-

sitivity functions qi(λ) of a given camera or human colour

perception model (such as CIE 1931 [16] and CIE 1964

[17]) and the spectral outputs of each projector channel

wj(λ) with a given screen spectral reflectance s(λ). The

projector spectral output wj(λ) can not be measured di-

rectly, however, from (1) it follows that

wj(λ) ∝ ej(λ) (4)

where ej(λ) can be approximated by the measurements of

a spectroradiometer. The projector spectra only need to be

measured once and stored for each projector type, which

removes the requirement of measuring the spectrum at the

time of radiometric compensation.

Let C and H be the spectral responses of the camera

sensor and human visual system, respectively, and let P be

the channelwise input to the projector. For instance, these

vectors can be expressed in terms of three primary channels,

RGB or XYZ, as

C =





cr
cg
cb



, H =





hx

hy

hz



, P =





pr
pg
pb



 (5)

where the subscripts r, g, b denote the three channels of an

RGB colour model, and x, y, and z denote the three chan-

nels of an XYZ colour model. Let Vc,p and Vh,p be of size

(3× 3) that denote the projector colour mixing matrices for

the camera and human visual system, respectively. By sub-

stituting in (3) these matrices can be expressed as follows:

Vc,p =





vrr vrg vrb
vgr vgg vgb
vbr vbg vbb



, Vh,p =





vxr vxg vxb
vyr vyg vyb
vzr vzg vzb



 (6)

From (2), the response of a camera to a projector, as well

that of a human visual system to a projector, can be repre-

sented as

C = Vc,pP (7)

H = Vh,pP (8)

Existing state-of-the-art radiometric compensation

methods, such as [5–7], correct for colours as seen by

the calibration camera by modelling the inverse of (7),

and do not compensate for the colours seen by a human

viewer. Although these compensation techniques provide

reasonably precise correction of screen uniformity, they

cannot accurately calibrate to an exact desired colour. From

Figure 2 (d), human responses to the projector primaries

and white are different from the target colours as seen when

calibrated to a camera’s response. This difference in colour

calibration result is due to the differences in the shape of

the human and camera sensor response curves used in (3);

as a result

Vc,p 6= Vh,p. (9)

Thus, it is evident that a mapping between the human and

camera responses is required. In the following section, a

mapping from camera spectral response to a model of a hu-

man spectral response using the stimulus of a projector is

introduced.



3.2. Mapping of Spectral Responses

To map a given camera colour response to a human

colour response, the sensitivity of both sensors to a given

projector stimulus are first determined by (7) and (8). This

portion of the calibration needs to be performed only once

for a given projector-camera pair. The projector spectrum is

used as an intermediary reference point to establish the rela-

tionship between camera and human colour responses. This

relationship will then be used to eliminate any system de-

pendency on camera pre-calibration or a priori knowledge

of the quantum efficiency of the camera.

The mapping between camera and human responses can

be determined by substituting P from (7) into (8) as follows:

H = Vh,pV
−1

c,p C. (10)

To perform radiometric compensation in the colour space

of content images, the human colour response H can

be mapped to a colour S of size (3 × 1) in a standard

colourspace (such as an RGB space with linear gamma) by

using a known mapping, Vs,h [18]:

S = Vs,hH (11)

From (10) and (11), a mapping of the camera response into

a standard colourspace can now be determined as

S = Vs,hVh,pV
−1

c,p C (12)

By transforming the colours as seen by the camera C to

a camera invariant colourspace, the radiometric compensa-

tion can be performed using S, which will be referred to as

the corrected camera response.

3.3. Compensation in Mapped Space

In this section, the relationship in (12) will be utilized in

order to perform radiometric compensation with a camera

response corrected with respect to a human viewer. This ra-

diometric compensation will be established first for linear

projector systems without ambient light. Then, to consider

practical projector situations, the proposed method will be

extended to systems demonstrating nonlinear projector re-

sponses and operating in the context of ambient light con-

tributions.

Background Modeling: From (7), the projector intensity

P for a linear system can be represented as

P = V −1

c,p C. (13)

In order to map the camera response to the standard

colourspace, both sides of (13) are multiplied by Vs,hVh,p:

Vs,hVh,pP = Vs,hVh,pV
−1

c,p C. (14)

Due to the effect of the background, the right-hand side of

(14) can be approximated by S (12), so that the projector

intensity P that compensates for a given background can be

simplified as

Vs,hVh,pP ≈ S (15)

P ≈ V −1

h,p V
−1

s,h S (16)

P ≈ KS (17)

where K = V −1

h,p V
−1

s,h is of size (3 × 3) and represents the

matrix which compensates P given a projection background

and corrected camera response S.

In the case where the projector is not the sole contribu-

tion to a sensor response, as in [19], the additional light

contribution can be modelled by modifying K and S as fol-

lows:

P =





| kra
K | kga

| kba









S

−−
1



 (18)

≡ KaSa (19)

Similar to [6, 10], the expression in (19) can be extended

to the case of a nonlinear relationship between a projector

and sensor response as

P = F−1(KaSa) (20)

where F−1(·) is a function representing the inverse nonlin-

earity of the system that can be determined empirically by

exhaustively sampling the domain of the projector gamut,

and then stored as a lookup table for much faster computa-

tion.

In order to model the background, given P and the cor-

responding Sa for a series of test colours, the matrix Ka can

be obtained as the least-squares solution of (19) or (20) for

the linear or nonlinear case, respectively.

Background Compensation: In the compensation phase,

since the pixel colours of a given input image are provided

as the target colours to be seen on the screen and they are in

the standard colourspace of S, these values are used as S to

construct Sa. Next, the solved matrices Ka and Sa are used

to directly compute the required projector output P for the

linear or nonlinear case by using the relationship in (19) or

(20), respectively.

4. Experimental Results

For projector calibration, eight flat-field test patterns are

used: white, black, three primaries (red, green, blue), and

three secondaries (cyan, yellow, magenta). The use of ad-

ditional colours, beyond the commonly-used three primary

and black colours, leads to greater stability of the solution

for each pixel. The camera captures of each of these flat

fields and the projected colours are then remapped using

the matrix from (20) to determine the least-squares solution

to Ka, where an RGB colourspace with linear gamma was

chosen for the camera output.



4.1. Qualitative Results

Several backgrounds and target images have been se-

lected to test the capabilities of the proposed radiomet-

ric compensation method under several challenging condi-

tions. In particular, the proposed radiometric compensa-

tion scheme is evaluated by using three challenging back-

ground surfaces, namely Brick, Rainbow, Textured Rain-

bow, and the compensation is applied to nine different tar-

get images, namely, Astronaut, Car, Cubes, Flower, Bal-

loons, Skating, Plate, Yellowstone and Waterfall. The first

and second columns of Figure 3 show the test backgrounds

and the target images, respectively. The Brick background

represents the scenario of projection onto brick buildings,

which is very challenging, particularly when compensat-

ing for the dark borders around bricks. The Rainbow and

Textured Rainbow backgrounds both include a full range of

colours, with Rainbow designed to have a range of extreme

but smooth colour patches, whereas Textured Rainbow also

requires compensation for higher frequency texture patterns

in addition to the variations in chroma.

Figure 3 also demonstrates sample projector outputs and

compensated results for the proposed scheme, and the cap-

tured results for projection without radiometric compensa-

tion and projection with radiometric compensation but with-

out HVS. The first row of Figure 3 shows the results of pro-

jecting the Astronaut target image on Brick background. It

is clear that the proposed scheme can provide compensation

quality better than that of projection without using HVS, as

the proposed scheme compensates to the correct colours and

has reduced the effect of edges in the final image. In the sec-

ond and third rows, the Car and Cubes target images have

been projected; the proposed scheme offers colour unifor-

mity, non-noticeable background edges, and maintains vi-

sual quality for the human viewer.

The middle three rows of Figure 3 show the results

of projecting Flower, Balloons and Skating images on

the Rainbow background. Unlike the method of projec-

tion without HVS, the proposed method provides not only

highly uniform compensated images, but also shows accu-

rate colours that are very close to the content colours. This

also confirms the ability of the proposed scheme to solve

for highly colourful background and content scenarios, and

for the capability of projecting a sample sports content on a

challenging background.

Finally, the last three rows of Figure 3 illustrate the re-

sults of projecting Plate, Yellowstone and Waterfall content

images on the Textured Rainbow background. These results

demonstrate the ability of the proposed method to produce

compensated colours that are closer to the target colours of

an image, rather than that of compensation without using

HVS. This performance is consistent across the various tex-

tures, colours and environmental conditions.

4.2. Quantitative Results

For purposes of practical evaluation, two different pro-

jector classes1 are used to assess the uniformity and accu-

racy of the compensation. The camera used in the system

is a 5MP camera2, which is used to provide feedback to

the system for compensation. The projector models differ

in their light sources, and include an LED based projector

of linear colour response and a mercury lamp based projec-

tor of nonlinear colour response. The Rainbow background

pattern shown in Figure 3 is used to provide a challenging

background with uniformly coloured patches for which the

compensation accuracy is measured by a spectroradiome-

ter. This test background is designed with twelve different

background colours, and each colour either being a primary,

secondary, or tertiary colour in the RGB and CYM colour

systems to challenge the limits of the compensation meth-

ods. For each compensation method, a spectroradiometer3

outside of the calibration loop is used to measure the screen

compensation for four target colours on the coloured back-

ground patches. Each background patch provides a differ-

ent uniform region upon which to position the circular mea-

surement area of the spectroradiometer as seen in Figure

4, where the spectroradiometer measures the incident light

from a 5 degree cone.

Measurements of xy and Luminance: From Figure 5, it

can be seen that the proposed method significantly improves

the white point in the resulting compensated images. The

proposed method accurately compensates different projec-

tors to the same reference white as seen by a human viewer,

resulting in colours on screen which are perceptually con-

sistent with a given target image. In addition, by compen-

sating the projector to the correct white, the resulting com-

pensation is more uniform overall for white, indicating not

only greater fidelity for white images is achieved, but also

the final image on screen is more uniform overall. Figure 5

also shows a fundamental limit of this method. This method

can be used to accurately set the white point for compensa-

tion, but the chroma of the compensated primary colours

remains anchored near the original values. Despite this, as

shown in Figure 3 the proposed method is shown qualita-

tively to compensate for extremely adverse surfaces with

minimal edge artifacts incurred from the backgrounds.

The last four columns of Figure 5 show the luminance

required to create flat colour fields of white, red, green

and blue that appear uniform using this method. As seen

in this figure, the luminance drop is comparable to com-

pensation without HVS mapping, and the flatness of these

curves demonstrates the luminance uniformity of the image.

1The projectors used were Christie Matrix StIM (LED) and Christie

DWX600-G (Mercury Lamp).
2The PointGrey Flea3 Camera with GigE was used.
3This test was carried out using the JETI Specbos 1211.
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Figure 3: Sample qualitative results for the proposed scheme, uncompensated projection, and compensation without HVS

correction on Brick (1st, 2nd and 3rd rows), Rainbow (4th, 5th and 6th rows) and Textured Rainbow (7th, 8th and 9th rows)

backgrounds using nine different test images. All images are shown in projector coordinates.

This difference in luminance is exactly proportional to the

amount of light the most troublesome regions of the image

are capable of reflecting, as the entire compensated image

must be reduced to have the same colour and luminance

of the least reflective (darkest) portions of a background.

Similar to radiometric compensation without human colour

mapping, the proposed method cannot increase the light

output capabilities of a projector, but instead it must reduce

the amount of light on screen to produce perceptually uni-

form images as seen in Figure 5.

Compensation Error: In order to evaluate the error be-

tween a target colour and the compensation measurements

of a given method, the CIE ∆E [18] is used. This metric



Figure 4: Illustration for the twelve different sample loca-

tions on the Rainbow background used for the spectrora-

diometer measurements.

is used to compute colour distance between a colour seen

on screen and the desired target colour. The target colour

provides only a chroma target for the compensation, and

the luminance is dependent on the output capabilities of the

projector in the system, thus the luminance component of

the ∆E must be determined separately. For this investiga-

tion, the desired luminance is taken to be the average lu-

minance of all screen patches, as deviation from this lumi-

nance indicates non-uniformity of the compensated image.

In this way, the distance to both target chroma and the over-

all screen luminance are combined into a single error metric

to quantify both accuracy and consistency of the compen-

sated projector output.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the mean and standard de-

viation of the ∆E values obtained for the proposed method,

performing radiometric compensation projection without

HVS, and projection without compensation. As in the pre-

vious experiment, white, red, green and blue are used as the

target colours using the same two types of projectors. As

shown in this table, the proposed method offers the lowest

average ∆E compared to that of radiometric compensation

without HVS in six out of eight test cases, while maintain-

ing nearly the same performance as non-HVS compensation

in the remaining two cases.

Computational Cost: The storage requirements and com-

putational time of the proposed method are verified through

a Matlab implementation of the proposed method4, and then

compared to that of the existing nonlinear method in [6].

The memory and computation times for nonlinear projector

systems are assessed for three different common projector

resolutions (720p, 1080p and 4K). As shown in Table 2,

the proposed method uses less than 1

5
of the memory and is

13× faster in compensation time than that of the method in

[6], while maintaining the same computational complexity

of radiometric compensation without HVS. The proposed

scheme requires only a modest increase in time (less than

1 second per 4K image) during the image capturing portion

of the background modelling phase than that of the baseline,

due to correcting the captured camera colours (12).

4A CPU with 4 cores operating at 3.40GHz was used.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a new radiometric compensation method

has been proposed for projector-camera systems and tex-

tured surfaces based on the colour sensitivities of a human

viewer. This method introduces a mapping between camera

and human colour perceptions through the use of a projector

light source. It has been shown that by properly modelling

the colour response of a human viewer, this method can pro-

duce approximately the same colours on a surface using dif-

ferent light sources and cameras. This eliminates the need

for cameras and projectors which are previously radiometri-

cally calibrated, with camera colour mappings instead being

determined from the known spectral output of a projector.

Experimental results have shown that the proposed method

with using HVS generally offers the lowest average radio-

metric compensation error and closer to the target colours

than that of compensation without HVS.

The direct consequence of this method is the ability to

calibrate and match camera colour responses to others, or

alternatively colour match two projectors without the need

to be seen by the same camera. Further work is planned to

investigate the impact of this method in performing colour

calibration of blended screen multi-projector displays. Ex-

tending the proposed colour correction with respect to a

human viewer to other nonlinear radiometric compensation

methods is also a potential extension to this work.
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Figure 5: Comparing the measurements of the proposed method in the xy colourspace before and after compensation with

and without using HVS, and the corresponding luminance plotted for each target colour, where a Christie Matrix StIM (LED)

and DWX600-G (Mercury Lamp) projectors are used in the 1st and 2nd rows, respectively. In this figure, greater uniformity

is indicated by a tighter points cluster in the xy colour chart or a flatter line in the luminance plots.

Table 1: Comparing means and standard deviations of ∆E for uncompensated projection, compensated projection but without

using HVS and the proposed method, where the ∆E values are calculated for twelve patches when targeting four different

colours. The ∆E [18] is a function representing the colour distance between the spectrometer measurement of a given patch

and the given target colour. Note: boldface and underscore denote the best and second best results, respectively.

Methods
Christie Matrix StIM (LED) Projector Christie DWX600-G (Mercury Lamp) Projector

White Red Green Blue White Red Green Blue

Uncompensated 64.68± 29.00 86.12± 40.93 149.10± 52.1 66.53± 27.45 78.24± 26.91 68.08± 23.74 68.02± 35.00 265.37± 112.51
Comp. without HVS 16.52± 5.28 23.32± 10.43 80.05± 26.36 32.68± 12.60 13.78± 5.18 30.81± 9.89 40.98± 23.01 184.62± 71.02
Proposed Method 2.40± 1.38 10.56± 7.64 68.28± 21.91 32.32± 4.97 5.42± 2.97 31.23± 10.20 41.56± 23.22 122.98± 56.10

Table 2: Comparison of the memory and the time complex-

ities of the proposed scheme with and without using HVS

mapping, and that of the method in [6] at three different

resolutions. Note: boldface denotes the best results and ∗

denotes a calculated value.

Methods
Memory (GiB) Time, CPU (s)

720p 1080p 4K 720p 1080p 4K

Grundhfer & Iwai [6] 2.50∗ - - 7.1 - -

Comp. without HVS 0.46 0.56 1.17 0.53 0.82 2.10

Proposed Method 0.46 0.56 1.17 0.53 0.82 2.10
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